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ABSTRACT

If evaluation research is to shed light on factors 
that succeed or fail to produce measured results, special 
attention must be paid to program components and processes, 
not solely to outcomes. Process evaluations contribute to 
this knowledge.

The results of this study demonstrated how a process
; ■evaluation was effective in assessing the extent to which a 

program component was implemented consistent with its 
design, while identifying problems that hindered its 
utilization and generating recommendations for improvement. 
By focusing on the internal dynamics and actual operations 
of the component, its strengths and weaknesses were 
ascertained.

This study also demonstrated the effectiveness of the 
utilization-focused method of evaluation. By directly
involving the stakeholders in the development of the study* ■ ' ' ' ■
and the determination of the questions to be answered, the 
results have been utilized to improve the existing program.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION
The importance of evaluating social programs, both 

those programs currently in effect and those in various 
stages of design or implementation, cannot be 
underestimated. The continuing challenge of devising ways 
to remedy the serious deficiencies in the quality of human 
life has expanded the need for purposeful, deliberate, and 
organized efforts to develop creative new social programs. 
Resource limitations and more realistic expectations for 
social programs have increased the need for evaluation 
efforts as societies attempt to cope with their human and 
social problems (Rossi & Freeman, 1993).

Traditionally the "black box" approach was used in 
program evaluation. Clients were tested before entering a 
program and after completing the program, and what happened 
in between was a black box. These evaluations focused 
solely on effects or outcomes. If evaluation research is 
to shed light on factors that succeed or fail to produce 
measured results, then special attention must be paid to 
the program components and processes, and not solely to 
outcomes (Rutman, 1977).

In contrast to the black box, or summative, approach, 
formative research employs a "process' focus to discover 
how an outcome is produced rather than looking at the 
outcome itself. It is an analysis of the processes whereby
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a prograri produces the results it does (Patton, 1987) .
This is accomplished through monitoring a program during 
all stages of its implementation. Focusing on the internal 
dynamics and actual operations of a program provides a 
means to ascertain its potential strengths and weaknesses 
(Patton, 1986).

To contribute to a better understanding of a program, 
process evaluations collect data on program personnel, 
organizational structure and climate, policy, and the 
context within which the program operates. These 
evaluations often include exploratory interviews or survey 
questionnaires of staff or others concerned with a program.
Such studies are appropriate, indeed necessary, as pilot 
inquiries guiding early stages of program development or in 
preparation for outcome evaluations (Glaser, 1988).

This method of information gathering enables 
evaluators to assess the extent to which a program was 
undertaken consistent with its design (Rossi & Freeman, 
1993). When outcome evaluations reveal little or no 
impact, it often turns out that the program implementation 
was faulty or incomplete. Knowing what actually took place 
is required in order to explain or hypothesize why a 
program did or did not work. Without this information, 
there is no way to determine which aspects of an 
intervention were effective or ineffective nor is there any 
basis for speculating whether a larger dose of the program
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or a different means of delivering the treatment would have 
changed the outcome results (Rossi & Freeman, 1993),

Process evaluations are also particularly useful for 
dissemination and replication of programs which have served 
as demonstration projects (Patton, 1987), The essential
features of an intervention can be reproduced elsewhere

: ' . '

only if the program can be described in operational detail. 
The critical points in implementation need to be 
identified, solutions to managerial problems outlined, 
qualifications of successful program personnel documented, 
and so on. Sound program development includes 
communicating these features in detail. The results of 
process evaluations conducted during the developmental 
stage can be profitably used in the diffusion of effective 
and efficient programs (Rossi & Freeman, 1993).

The methodology of formative research, including the 
use of program monitoring and process evaluation, lends 
itself to the study of program components, which is the 
basis for the present research. A summary of the Problems 
and Needs Assessment Questionnaire (PNAQ), and the program 
for which it was developed, is presented next. This will 
provide an overview of the objectives for this study.

Development of PNAQ
The Problem and Needs Assessment Questionnaire (PNAQ) 

was developed for use in a three-year demonstration program 
called the Home-Based Services Program. This program is 2
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being conducted at a social services agency in a
metropolitan city in the Southwest. The program was funded
by a federal grant and its purpose was

To develop a model which addresses the multiple 
needs of youth and allows for appropriate 
interventions to be provided based on clients* 
needs. The focused approach for services will 
reduce the likelihood of shelter placements for 
youth whose primary caretakers and home 
environment are functional and capable of keeping 
youth at home through the provision of home-based 
service alternatives. The project will provide 
data and information to support the enhancement 
of home-based services as an alternative to 
shelter and foster care placement of youth.
(Home-Based Services Demonstration Grant, p. 13)

The major goal for the project was to develop, test and
document a model that prevents runaway behavior in youth by
provision of home-based support services. Through the use
of three types of interventions (parent-child mediation,
short-term crisis counseling, or long-term, in-home family
counseling), there would be a reduction in numbers of youth
needing placement in residential settings.

One of the objectives stated in the grant proposal was
the refinement of an intake tool to estimate the level of
risk for youth and their families, to be used by staff
counselors to assess the types of services needed by the
families, and to refer clients into the designated
interventions. The PNAQ was developed for this purpose.

The major evaluators, in consultation with project
staff, modified the risk assessment instruments previously
used at the agency to be more specific to the project's
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objectiveso The PNAQ was adapted to be especially 
sensitive to the key variables associated with violence - 
ongoing physical abuse, severe substance abuse, mental 
disability, and physical hazards in the home or lifestyle 
of the family. Youth designated at extreme risk would be 
shelteredo High risk youth would be provided long-term, 
in-home family counseling. Moderate-risk families would be 
served by crisis intervention workers. Those at low-risk, 
facing a one-time situational problem, would be provided 
services through the family mediation program.

The PNAQ consists of four separate documents: the
Intake Form* the Adult Questionnaire, the Youth
Questionnaire and the Counselor Impressions Form. The
Intake Form obtains basic demographic information regarding
youth and their families including referral sources from
outside the agency and the type of problem which generated
the call to the agency. The Adult and Youth Questionnaires 

; - - - - :  ̂ ' 
consist of extensive questions which are asked by the
counselor to the parents and youth separately. The
categories include emotional/psychological, education/
employment, legal, drug and alcohol history, social, abuse,
and previous services.

The Counselor Impressions is a form developed 
specifically for the Home-Based Services Program. It was 
designed to provide counselors with an instrument to 
systematically determine into which of the three programs
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the families would be placed. It consists of 12 questions 
to be rated by the counselor from one to five, with 
specific criteria listed as to what each number indicates. 
Although the original intent of the evaluators when they 
developed the form was to create a profile of the types of 
families which were assigned to the three different 
interventions, the agency’s use of the form was slightly 
different. The agency decided to make the determination of 
where a family would be placed by adding the numbers 
together. It was established that clients with a score 
under 15 would be referred to the Parent/Child Mediation 
Program; clients having a score between 15 and 30 would be 
seen through the Crisis Intervention Program; and clients 
receiving a score over 30 would receive services from the 
Home-Based, Long-Term Program. The scores were not deemed 
to be absolute; the intake counselor’s written impressions 
were taken into account as well.

Since the PNAQ was developed as part of a 
demonstration program, the forms within the PNAQ had not 
been used in their present format. To facilitate 
evaluation of the overall effectiveness of the program, it 
was necessary to determine if the PNAQ was being utilized 
by the st&ff in the manner intended by the developers. It 
was also important to determine if the PNAQ was useful, in 
its present format, to the staff. Information from the 
present study will contribute to that knowledge.



In order to document the effectiveness Of the Home-
Based Services Program, both process and outcome
evaluations were included in the proposal. As stated on
page 28 of the Home-Based Services Demonstration Grant:

An in-depth process evaluation is necessary for 
both continued development and refinement of the 
project and for replication purposes. . . . Staff 
feedback and input regarding strengths and 
possible changes in the project will be 
documented . . . Such documentation will provide 
a very thorough overview of the project from 
inception to completion and provide adequate 
descriptions for replication.

Information from the present study will also be used to
provide a detailed description of the implementation of
this program. Future utilization of the Home-Based
Services Program by other agencies can be improved by the
incorporation of the successful aspects of the PNAQ, and
the deletion or improvement of those processes which did
not contribute to its original goals.

Theory
The theoretical basis used in this study was the

V ; - V . . .

utilization-focused evaluation model developed by Michael 
Q. Patton (1986). This model defines program evaluation as 
"the systematic collection of information about the 
activities, characteristics, and Outcomes of programs for 
use by specific people to reduce uncertainties, improve 
effectiveness, and make decisions with regard to what those 
programs are doing and affecting" (Patton, 1986, p. 14). 
Patton’s model emphasizes utility, relevance, practicality.
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and meeting the information needs of specific decision 
makers, also known as stakeholders (Patton, 1986)„ The 
purpose for data gathered in utilization-focused 
evaluations is action oriented, where the data is to be 
used for program improvement and in decision making.

Utilization-focused evaluation begins with 
identification of the relevant decision makers and 
information users who will use the information that the 
evaluation produces (Patton, 1990), The evaluator works 
with these intended users to determine which data will be 
gathered and the appropriate research methods and data- 
analysis techniques to be used. The focus from the very 
beginning is on the intended use by the intended users. A 
utilization—focused evaluation plans how the data will be 
used before the data are ever collected (Patton, 1990).

The present study was developed in conjunction with 
the evaluators to provide specific information which would 
be utilized to document whether the PNAQ was actually 
implemented and used as it was intended. The evaluators 
and administrators developed the PNAQ with the expectation 
that a systematic assessment tool would be helpful to the 
staff in making client placement decisions and providing 
appropriate services to clients, while obtaining data 
necessary for the eventual evaluation of the effectiveness 
of this demonstration program. It was developed as a 
multi-purpose instrument, to provide various stakeholders
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with information which would be utilized for a variety of

■ ,

purposes/
This study provides information from the staff 

regarding how they, in fact, actually used the PNAQ. The 
results are intended to reveal whether the PNAQ was 
successful in meeting the needs of a number of different 
stakeholders, including the evaluators, the administrators 
of the agency, the program managers, as well as the 
counselors providing direct service to the clients. To 
ensure that the results from an evaluation will be used in 
making decisions and improving programs, the utilization- 
focused evaluation model Stresses the importance of working 
directly with the various stakeholders to determine what 
information will be helpful to them in their decision
making process. It was because of this underlying 
assumption that the utilization-focused evaluation theory 
was chosen as the most appropriate for this study.

Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to obtain descriptive 

data from the staff at the agency to determine the extent 
to which the PNAQ was used as designed in making client 
placement and intervention decisions, and the extent to 
which it was useful to the staff in providing services to 
the families. By understanding how the PNAQ was utilized 
in the day-to-day operation of the program, the results 
from this study will provide information to various
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stakeholders to assist them in making decisions regarding 
changes to be made in the current program; in generating 
recommendations for changes to be incorporated into future 
programs; and in accumulating data to be used in the final 
evaluation of the Home-Based Services Program.

Questions for Consideration
The following questions have been proposed for 

consideration by this study:
1. To what extent did the staff understand and use 

the standardized procedures for the completion of the PNAQ?
2. To what extent was the PNAQ used by the staff as 

intended by the developers in making placement decisions 
and providing services?

3. Was the staff adequately trained in the 
standardized procedures for the completion and use of the 
PNAQ?

4. What information was used most frequently by 
staff in making placement decisions and providing services?

Definitions
For the purposes of understanding this study, the 

following terms are defined:
1. Evaluation - "the systematic application of 

social research procedures for assessing the 
conceptualization, design, implementation, and utility of 
social intervention programs" (Rossi & Freeman, 1993, 
p. 5) .



2. Formative research - collection of data on a 
program's operation that identifies the factors which 
appear to Influence a program's operation and its outcomes. 
The results of formative research contribute to the 
evaluation which is ultimately concerned with program 
effectiveness and efficiency.

3 o Intervention - any program or other planned 
effort designed to produce changes in a target population.

4. Monitoring - assessing the extent to which a 
program is undertaken consistent with its design or 
implementation plan.

5. , Process evaluation - activities related to 
assessment of a project's conformity to its design, 
typically synonymous with studies of program 
implementation.

Assumptions
In this study, the following assumptions were made:
(1) The participants answered the interview questions 

honestly and truthfully since they were assured their 
employment would not be affected by their answers.

(2) This study was conducted as a formative 
evaluation, and since "formative evaluation does not seek 
to generalize at all beyond the specific intervention being 
studied" (Patton, 1990, p. 156), the results of this study 
are not intended to be generalizable to any other setting.

(3) The data collected for this study were very
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specific, and were intended to be used to understand the 
dynamics and implementation of this particular program 
only.

Summary
This chapter discussed the importance of program 

evaluation with respect to social service programs. 
Consideration was given to outcome analysis versus process 
study. Since the purpose of this study was to document the 
implementation of a demonstration program, it was decided 
that formative research was the appropriate choice.

A description of the components of formative research 
was included, which validates the necessity for emphasis 
being placed on studying the processes within a program, 
and how the program is implemented. This approach to 
evaluation provides a basis by which to determine if 
specific components of a program are successful. Process 
data permit judgments to be made about the extent to which 
a program is operating the way it is supposed to be 
operating, revealing areas which can be improved, as well 
as highlighting strengths of a program that should be 
preserved (Patton, 1990),

An overview of the PNAQ and the program for which it 
was developed were presented. Utilization-focused 
evaluation theory was introduced as the preferred 
theoretical basis for the study. The purpose of the study 
was clarified, and relevant definitions and assumptions



were listed. Information regarding program evaluation 
research, introduced in this chapter, will be reviewed in 
more detail in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW
To provide background information for this study, the 

literature review begins with an overview of program 
evaluation research, including the purposes for which 
evaluations are conducted, the types of evaluation 
research, and how evaluations are used. The methods used 
in program evaluation will then be reviewed. Finally, 
utilization-focused evaluation will be described.

As defined by Rossi & Freeman (1993), "evaluation 
research is the systematic application of Social research 
procedures for assessing the conceptualization, design, 
implementation, and utility of social intervention 
programs" (p. 5). As people are engaged in efforts to make 
the world a better place, new programs are continually 
being proposed, and current programs are in need of review 
to determine if they are effective and efficient.
Evaluation studies are the means by which this can be 
accomplished.

Purposes for Evaluation
Evaluations may be undertaken for a variety of reasons 

(Chelimsky, 1978); for management and administrative 
purposes, to assess the appropriateness of program changes, 
to identify ways to improve the delivery of interventions, 
or to meet the accountability requirements of funding 
groups (Rossi & Freeman, 1993). The design arid scope of an
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evaluation will depend on the specific purposes for which 
it is being conducted. An evaluation will differ according 
to the type of question being asked, the stage a program is 
in, whether it is a new or established program, and the 
type of decision to be made using the information provided 
by the evaluation (Rossi & Freeman, 1993).

There are two quite different purposes for evaluation. 
Evaluators distinguish 'summative' evaluations from 
”formative” evaluations (Herman, Morris & Fritz-Gibbon, 
1987). Summative evaluation renders an overall judgment 
about the effectiveness of a program or policy for the 
purpose of being able to generalize to other situations. 
Formative evaluation is limited entirely to a focus on a 
specific context, and serves the purpose of improving a 
specific program or policy. There is no attempt in 
formative evaluation to generalize findings beyond the 
setting being studied. The purpose of the research is to 
improve effectiveness within that setting; to improve human 
intervention within a specific set of activities at a 
specific time for a specific group of people (Patton,
1990). An additional purpose for using formative research 
is as an approach which prepares programs for subsequent 
effectiveness evaluations (Rutman, 1977).

Methods of Evaluation
Formative research has been described as a procedure 

for determining program evaluability as well as increasing
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the evaluability of a program. This purpose is pursued 
through the use of different types of commonly accepted 
research methods and data-gathering approaches including 
interviews, records, and/or observations of program 
personnel, and monitoring the operation of the program 
(Rutman, 1977).

Since evaluations of program effectiveness draw
conclusions about programs and their effects, there is
great concern about assuring the highest practical degree
of reliability and validity of the measures. Formative
research relaxes these demands to some extent and places 

? - 
heavier reliance on 6 softg approaches for data collection
(e.g., unstructured interviews and observation) and the
measures used (e.g., attitudes, felt needs, subjective
estimates, personal opinions, and recollections). During
the period of formative research, it is appropriate to
refine the measures through practice and lessons learned
from experience (Rutman, 1977).

There appears to be consensus in the evaluation 
literature regarding the importance of evaluating program 
implementation (King, Morris & Fitz-Gibbon, 1987; Patton, 
1986, 1990; Rossi & Freeman, 1993; Rutman, 1977).
Political scientists in the 1970s were among the first to 
consider implementation as a crucial component of success 
or failure for public programs (Pressman & Wildavsky,
1984). Walter Williams (1976) in his important book Social
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Program Implementation concluded; "The lack of concern for 
implementation is currently the crucial impediment to 
improving complex operating programs, policy analysis, and 
experimentation in social policy areas" (p. 267) (emphasis 
in the original). Unless one knows that a program is 
operating according to design, there may be little reason 
to expect it to produce the desired outcomes. Where 
outcomes are evaluated without knowledge of implementation, 
the results seldom provide a direction for action because 
the decision maker lacks information about what produced 
the observed outcomes (or lack of outcomes) (Patton, 1990).

The problem with pure outcomes evaluation is that the 
results give decision makers very little information upon 
which to act. Simply knowing that outcomes are high, low, 
or different does not tell decision makers very much about 
what to do. What is missing is information about the 
actual nature of the program being evaluated (Patton,
1986).

The implication of placing emphasis on the program's 
process is that a major task in the planning of an 
evaluation study entails the conceptualization of the 
program in operational terms so that the implementation of 
the program can be monitored. This will not only provide a 
description of the program's operation and thereby 
determine whether it was implemented in the intended 
manner, but in addition, it will make inferences about the
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outcomes on the basis of program attributes (Rutman, 1977).

One important way of studying program implementation 
is to gather detailed, descriptive information about what 
the program is doing, which includes attention to inputs, 
activities, processes, and structures (Patton, 1990). One 
major purpose is to determine whether there are uniform 
activities that are conducted in a systematic manner. In 
addition, where there is a prescribed or expected manner 
for the program to conduct its activities, the actual 
operation can then be compared to the prescribed 'ideal.*
If there are major differences, then difficulties in the 
administration or implementation of the program are 
revealed.- It is thus possible to avoid undertaking a 
costly and complex evaluation of a program which is not 
being implemented in the intended manner. Attention can 
then be paid to changing the program's operation rather 
than to evaluating its effectiveness (Rutman, 1977).

This concern over determining whether a program was 
actually implemented as intended is a major focus of 
process evaluation. A variety of approaches has been used 
to monitor program activities. One procedure is to observe 
the operation of the program to see the procedures and 
activities as they actually occur in the ordinary course of 
business. Since the potential benefits of a program can be 
facilitated or impeded by the people who carry it out, 
interviewing staff about their experiences is very
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important (Rutman, 1977).

An important component in designing and conducting 
evaluations is the awareness of potential barriers to 
successful implementationi Odiorne (1984) described some 
common problems encountered in the implementation and 
management of programs: staff who give up when they
encounter trivial obstacles, people who hang onto obsolete 
ideas and outmoded ways of doing things, emotional 
outbursts when asked to perform new tasks, muddled 
communications, and poor anticipation of problems so that 
once manageable problems become major management crises. 
MeyerS (1981) included additional hurdles: undue haste,
compulsion to spend all allotted funds by the end of the 
fiscal year, personnel turnovers, vague legislation, severe 
understaffing, racial tensions, conflicts between different 
levels of government, and the divorce of implementation 
from policy.

Some additional problems identified when conducting 
evaluation research specifically within service delivery 
settings have been described by researchers and 
practitioners across fields: increasing the demands for
data collection without diminishing service delivery; 
motivating workers to record information that does not 
appear immediately useful to them; and the ethical dilemmas 
of inquiry for research purposes versus inquiry for service 
purposes (Frankel, 1988; Levenstein, 1981; Weiss & Jacobs,
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1988)o These difficulties must be anticipated and taken
into consideration when designing effective evaluations.

The identification and use of elements which will
enhance a program are also significant» In describing the
effective implementation of a new assessment instrument
into an existing organization, McCroskey & Nelson (1989)
cited that worker participation in the development of the
instrument was of vital importances

Rather than being confronted with a finished 
instrument and instructions for its use, the team 
helped to design and structure its own data 
collection process» As a result, they felt a 
great deal of ownership when it was put into use 
and an investment in using it effectively. Staff 
members, who generally dislike paperwork, saw its 
value because it enhanced their effectiveness 
with clients, (p. 579)

Utilization-Focused Evaluation
' i ' ■ _ ■

A significant problem encountered when conducting 
evaluation research was identified by Patton (1986) when he 
stated: "The challenge of producing good evaluation
studies that are actually used is enormous" (p. 339). The 
utilization-focused evaluation method (Patton, 1986) was 
specifically developed in response to the general 
recognition in the field of evaluation of the low 
utilization of findings.

Six factors which contributed to the use of evaluation 
results were reported by Cousins & Leithwood (1986) in 
their review of 65 studies in education, mental health, arid 
social services:
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Evaluation use seemed to foe most strongly evident 
whens (1) evaluations were appropriate in 
approach, methodological sophistication, and 
intensity; (2) the decisions to foe made were 
significant to users and of a sort considered 
appropriate for the application of formally 
collected data; (3) evaluation findings were 
consistent with the beliefs and expectations of 
the users; (4) users were involved in the 
evaluation process and had a prior commitment to 
the benefits of evaluation; (5) users considered 
the data reported in the evaluation to foe 
relevant to their problems; and (6) a minimum 
amount of information from other sources 
conflicted with the results of the evaluation.
(p. 360)

Additional evidence is available in the evaluation 
literature which supports the importance of focusing on 
intended ikse and the relevance of working directly with 
intended users so that evaluation results will foe utilized

i
(Siegel & Tuckel, 1985; Bedell, Ward, Archer & Stokes,
1985; Dawson & D'Amico, 1985).

The utilization-focused model (Patton, 1986) 
incorporated the above factors as the basis for conducting 
evaluations which would increase the likelihood that 
findings would foe utilized. Patton states there are only 
two fundamental requirements in his approach: first, the
intended evaluation users must foe identified and organized; 
and second, evaluators must work actively, reactively, and 
adaptively with these specific stakeholders to make all 
other decisions about the evaluation - decisions about 
focus, design, methods, analysis, interpretation, and 
dissemination.
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Patton (1986) stresses the significance of the

collaborative decision-making process that jointly involves
evaluators and primary intended information users in
focusing and conducting an evaluation. He elaborates:

Utilization-focused evaluators are first active 
in deliberately and calculatedly identifying 
intended users and focusing useful questions.
They are reactive in listening to intended users 
and responding to what they learn about the 
particular situation in which the evaluation 
unfolds. They are adaptive in altering 
evaluation questions and designs in light of 
their increased understanding of the situation 
and changing conditions. (Patton, 1986, p. 308)

The essence of utilization-focused evaluation is, quite
simply, the focus on utility.

The factors identified as critical in a utilization-
focused evaluation include (1) the decision makers who are
to use information generated by the evaluation are clearly
identified and deeply involved in every stage of the

£
evaluation process; (2) the evaluation questions are 
carefully focused on needed information that could be used 
in making specific decisions; (3) the evaluation methods 
and design are appropriately matched to the evaluation 
questions; (4) the results are understandable, credible and 
relevant; and (5) feedback is immediate (Patton, 1990).
This approach to evaluation is not conducive to doing the 
same evaluation time after time. The evaluator must be 
creative and genuinely responsive to each new setting.
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Summary
The evaluation of social programs to determine if they 

are effective and efficient is a major concern of 
researchers in the social science field today. This 
chapter discussed the relevant literature regarding the 
purposes for which evaluations are conducted, as well as 
the methods used. The importance of evaluating program 
implementation was briefly explained including potential 
barriers to successful implementation. Finally, the 
utilization-focused method of conducting evaluations, which 
increases the likelihood that findings will be utilized, 
was described. The next chapter will describe the 
procedures used when conducting the study.



CHAPTER 3 
PROCEDURES

This chapter will provide a detailed description of 
the procedures used to perform a process evaluation of the 
development and use of the Problem and Needs Assessment 
Questionnaire (PNAQ). Specific information regarding the 
study's design, population, interview content, validity, 
procedures, and data analysis will be included.

^Design of Study
Process evaluations are aimed at elucidating and 

understanding the internal dynamics of program operations 
(Patton, 1987). Because process is fluid and dynamic, its 
experience typically varies for different people. This 
necessitates the consideration of a participant's 
perception as a key element in process evaluation. Since 
the depiction of a process requires detailed description, 
the use of qualitative inquiry is highly appropriate 
(Patton, 1990).

The researcher did not approach this study with any 
predetermined hypotheses about what strengths or weaknesses 
may have existed in the use of the PNAQ. An inductive, 
naturalistic approach was chosen to permit the strengths 
and weaknesses to emerge from the interviews, rather than 
from the theories and expectations of the researcher. This 
was crucial in providing "the kind of detail that is 
necessary for blueprints of program processes where the
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description of those processes are to be used in 
constructing models for purposes of replication and 
demonstration" (Patton, 1990, p. 96-97).

As suggested by Marshall and Rossman (1989), the use 
of in-depth interviews was chosen as the method for data 
collection in this study. It was important that the 
persons being interviewed respond in their own words to 
express their own personal perspectives. "The purpose of 
qualitative interviewing in evaluation is to understand how 
program staff . . . view the program, to learn their 
terminology and judgments, and to capture the complexities 
of their individual perceptions and experiences" (Patton, 
1990, p. 290).

s . ■ \ . , • ' ' ■ ' ' ■ 1
Semi^structured interviews were used so that each

person was asked essentially the same questions, in a 
standardized, open-ended format, while also allowing the 
researcher some discretion to ask for clarification or 
elaboration when it was deemed appropriate. The semi- 
structured interview also made data analysis easier because 
it was possible to locate each respondent's answers to the 
same question quickly and to organize questions and answers 
that were similar.

Population
The participants in this study consisted of previous 

or present volunteers or paid staff who have worked at the 
agency and Who were involved in the development of the
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PNAQ, have completed and utilized the PNAQ, or have 
provided services under the Home-Based Services Program 
which utilized the PNAQ, Participation was voluntary and 
was not required based on the fact that a participant was 
either a volunteer or employee of the agency. Participants 
varied as much as possible within those working at the 
agency in terms of gender, age, ethnic identity, and 
personnel status.

Interview Content
To obtain the specific information needed to document 

the development and use of the PNAQ, the researcher 
developed three separate interviews, one for each level of 
personnel within the agency. These levels included 
administrators, program managers, and line staff from each 
of the three departments involved in the Home-Based 
Services Program. It was important to obtain information 
from all levels within the agency to determine if the 
administration, managers and staff had similar 
understahdings about how the PNAQ was to be used, and to 
determine if it was actually being used by all levels in 
the manner intended.

The questions were designed to discover if the PNAQ 
was used in a systematic manner, or if there were 
difficulties in the administration or implementation of the 
program as designed. Prior to conducting the interviews, 
the interviews were reviewed by the professional evaluators
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for content and structure, and their suggestions were 
incorporated into the final interviews.

The topics covered in the administrators' interviews 
included the following: their perception of the purpose
for which the PNAQ was developed; their level of 
involvement in the development of the PNAQ; their current 
role within the agency relating to the use of the PNAQ; 
their understanding of how successful the PNAQ was in 
accomplishing its goals; and if they were aware of any 
problems in the use of the PNAQ. Another area of interest 
was whether the administrators understood how the staff had 
been trained to use the PNAQ, and if they felt the training 
was adequate.

When interviewing the program managers, the 
information being sought related to the managers' 
understanding of the procedures to be used in completing 
the PNAQ; the procedures for how the PNAQ was to be 
processedjafter it was completed; the methods being used to 
track the PNAQ within and between departments; their 
understanding of the amount and type of training being 
provided to their staff; and any feedback they had received 
from staff or clients regarding the PNAQ. It was important 
to know if the managers understood how their staff was 
completing and using the PNAQ.

Since the line staff were the people actually 
completing the PNAQ and using the information in making
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placement; and intervention decisions, the questions in 
their interviews were the most specific. The questions 
covered the following topics; (a) the staff's 
understanding of the standardized procedures for completion 
of the different forms within the PNAQ, and what was to be 
done with the forms after they were completed; (b) the 
methods used in training the staff in completing and using 
the PNAQ; (c) the staff's perception of the adequacy of 
their training; (d) the staff's use of the written 
instructions for completing the forms, and whether the 
written instructions were clear and logical; (e) the 
staff's understanding of how the forms were to be used in 
making decisions regarding placement of clients into the 
three programs; (f) the staff's perception of whether the 
questions asked on the forms were useful to them in 
assessing the client's needs; and (g) the helpfulness to 
the staff of understanding the purpose for which the PNAQ 
was developed and being used.

All of the questions were developed as a means for the 
researcher to isolate critical elements in the use of the 
PNAQ, to determine whether it was implemented according to 
design. %i discrepancies were discovered between the plan 
and the actual implementation, the results from this study 
would provide a basis for recommendations to improve the 
PNAQ in the future.
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Qualitative Validity Procedure

Validity of procedures and reported findings was 
enhanced because the researcher was supervised by the 
professional evaluators during the development of the 
interviews, and throughout the data collection and data 
analysis stages. Collaboration of this kind was 
recommended by Briggs (1986) as a means to reduce 
investigator bias. When discussing problems related to 
validity in qualitative research, LeCompte and Goetz (1982) 
described internal validity as "the extent to which 
scientific observations and measurements are authentic 
representations of some reality" (p. 32). By working 
closely with experts in the evaluation field, and having 
them review the interviews, data collection methods, and 
analysis of the data, this should help ensure that the
analysis of the data would result in a more authentic
' ' ' < ' -■ _ ■... v ' ■ ' ' .

representation of findings.
6Triangulation” (Patton, 1990; Fetterman, 1989) also 

enhances the accuracy of findings through the use of 
multiple data sources and checks for internal consistency 
within interviews (Kerwin, Ponterotto, Jackson & Harris, 
1993). The present study used the method of multiple data 
sources suggested by Patton (1990) when he recommended 
"comparing observational data with interview data"
(p. 467). The researcher observed staff completing the 
PNAQ and compared those observations to the descriptions
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given in the interviews.

To check for internal consistency within interviews, 
the researcher rephrased information presented by a 
participant during the course of the interview to clarify 
his/her position and to check for consistency in the 
respondent's statements. Fetterman (1989) stated, 
"triangulation can occur naturally in conversation. . . . 
Such self-contained triangulation, in which an individual's 
own statements support or undermine his or her stated 
position, is a useful measure of internal consistency"
(p. 92) .

Procedures
Prior to initiation of this study, approval was 

obtained from the executive director at the agency to 
conduct the study. The researcher met with the 
professional evaluators of the Home-Based Services Program 
being conducted at the agency to develop a study which 
could provide information that would be useful in the 
process and outcome evaluations they were contracted to 
prepare. The study was then submitted to and approved by 
the University of Arizona Human Subjects Committee 
(Appendix A).

The researcher obtained the names of volunteers and 
paid staff members who met the criteria for participation 
in the study from the program managers of the three 
departments which were involved in the Home-Based Services
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Program. Potential participants were personally contacted 
by the researcher either at work or at home, and the study 
was described to them. If they agreed to participate, 
individual meetings were scheduled.

The individual interviews were conducted in private 
counseling rooms at the agency, or in other private 
locations convenient to the participants. Before the 
interviews began, the researcher explained that the 
research was being conducted in partial fulfillment of 
requirements for attainment of a master's degree by the 
researcher at the University of Arizona. It was also 
explained that the information would be used in the final 
evaluation of the Home-Based Services Program. The 
.• participants;, were assured that all information would be 
coded and kept confidential, and that no information would 
be provided to any other agency staff, including 
supervisors. The researcher had the participants read the 
Participant's Consent Form (Appendix B), and answered any 
questions they had about the interview or the study in 
general. The participants were then asked to sign the 
Authorization (Appendix B).

The participants completed a Demographic Questionnaire 
prior to starting the interview. A semi-structured 
interview was then conducted with each participant. The 
audiotaped interviews lasted from one-half to one and one- 
half hour. After each interview, the researcher provided
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an opportunity for the papticipan-t to ask any questions 
she/he had regarding what had been talked about in the 
interview.,

In addition to the interviews, the researcher observed 
staff as they performed their duties within the crisis 
unit. The researcher observed both staff and volunteers on 
10 separate occasions, each lasting from 30 minutes to 
several hours in length. The observations occurred on 
different days of the week and included times between 
9:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m. The researcher was introduced and 
described to the staff as a graduate student collecting 
information on how the paperwork was being completed and 
used within the agency. These observations provided data 
regarding the completion and utilization of the PNAQ in the 
ordinary operation of the crisis unit.

Data Analysis
Qualitative analysis methods were utilized to 

interpret the interview data. As suggested by McCracken 
(1988), analyzing qualitative research data "demands 
techniques of observation that allow the investigator to 
sort and 'winnow'' the data, searching out patterns of 
association and assumption'"' (p. 19) . He identified five 
stages of analysis for long interviews: (a) initial
sorting out of important from unimportant data; (b) 
examination of data for logical relationships and 
contradictions; (c) rereading of transcripts to confirm or
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disconfirrm emerging relationships; (d) identification of 
general themes and sorting of themes in a hierarchical 
fashion, while eliminating those that prove useless in the 
organization; and (e) review of the emergent themes for 
each of the interviews and determination of how these can 
be synthesized into theses (Kerwin, Ponterotto, Jackson & 
Harris, 1993).

The researcher utilized the five stages described by 
McCracken (1988) in the analysis of the data. The data 
analysis began with the production of verbatim transcripts 
of the audiotaped interviews. LeCdmpte and Goetz (1982) 
recommended the mechanical recording of data to reduce 
threats to internal reliability. Fetterman (1989) also 
suggested recording mechanically so that material will be 
available for future reference as meanings •emerge" from 
the data through numerous reviews, as described below 
(Kerwin, Ponterotto, Jackson & Harris, 1993).

Verbatim transcripts were produced, read and reread. 
From the approximately 450 pages of typed transcripts, 
portions of the transcripts were identified that related to 
the research questions. This was accomplished by 
highlighting sections of the transcripts that related to 
the completion and use of the PNAQ. From this information, 
approximately six categories emerged which related to the 
research questions: description of standard procedures,
utilization of standard procedures, training issues.
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usefulness of information, understanding of grant, and 
proposed suggestions. The interviews were reviewed again, 
and individual responses were identified and assigned to 
the appropriate categories.

From this reduced data set, a cross-case analysis was 
conducted as suggested by Patton (1990). The responses 
were scored by the researcher and one evaluator. The 
scoring categories and procedures varied by research 
question. For example, to analyze data relevant to 
Question 1 (the understanding and use of the standardized 
procedures), the responses regarding each form within the 
PNAQ were compared to the standardized procedures 
established by the project. Based on these comparisons, 
responses from the participants were classified into three 
categories: (a) no understanding or use; (b) partial
understanding or use; and (c) complete understanding and 
use. The total number of participants in each category was 
determined. It was then shown how this number compared 
with the total number of responding participants. Next, 
scores were examined to determine similarities and 
differences among various groupings of responding 
participants in the completion and use of each of the forms 
within the PNAQ.

In qualitative data analysis, it is important to 
retain the richness of the data provided by the 
respondents. Therefore, individual responses were analyzed
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and selected to support and/or clarify the tabulated group 
findings,- and were included with the numerical results in 
the form of quotations.

The observational data obtained by the researcher was 
compared to the data provided in the interviews to 
determine if there were any differences between reported 
and observed procedures utilized by the staff when 
completing the PNAQ, Statements made by staff when they 
were using the PNAQ in performing their ordinary duties 
were also included where applicable.

Summary
This chapter outlined the methods which were used to 

gather the data for the study. First, the qualitative 
design used in this study was explained. The sample 
consisted of previous and present volunteers and paid staff 
from the agency who met the participation criteria. Next, 
the content of the semi-structured interviews and the 
methods used to enhance the validity of the findings were 
discussed. The procedures used in obtaining the data were 
then explained. Finally, the method of data analysis was 
outlined. The next chapter will describe the results which 
were obtained in this study.
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS

This chapter will report the findings obtained from 
the research. First, the participants who were interviewed 
will be described. Next, the results of the analysis of 
the interview transcripts will be presented as they relate 
to each research question. Finally, the results from the 
observations made by the researcher will be given.

Population
Participants for this study were recruited from the 

three departments within the agency utilizing the PNAQ; the 
crisis unit, the home-based services unit, and the parent/ 
child mediation unit. The managers of each department were 
interviewed, as well as the executive and associate 
director of the agency. In addition, information was 
obtained from the evaluators who were responsible for the 
development of the PNAQ.

There were 16 interviews conducted, including two 
administrators, four department managers (all of whom 
perform direct client services as well as managerial 
responsibilities), one home-based counselor, one 
parent/child mediator, and eight crisis counselors (two of 
whom were volunteers). The information obtained from the 
crisis unit was weighted more heavily since this is the 
area in which the initial contact with the client begins, 
and where all of the forms within the PNAQ were originally
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intended to be completed.

Those interviewed (N=16) included 11 Caucasians, three
African Americans, and two Hispanics. There were 12 women

-and four men interviewed. Fourteen of the 16 participants 
have a minimum of a bachelor's degree; of those, two 
participants have law degrees, and three participants have 
master's degrees. Two of the participants are students 
completing internships; one for a master's degree and one 
for a bachelor's degree. The participants ranged in age 
from 24 to 50 years of age. The length of time working at 
the agency ranged from a few months to 15 years, and 
included staff who were employed on a full-time basis, or 
volunteers who donated between four to ten hours of their

■ j - '' ' - \ : ■time per week.
Interviews

The results were analyzed for their contribution to 
the study, and organized in a manner which was intended to 
expose those areas where problems or benefits showed a 
recurring pattern. When a direct quote exemplifies the 
question under discussion, it is included to show the 
similarities and/or discrepancies in the strengths and 
weaknesses of the PNAQ. The descriptive data obtained in 
the interviews were categorized for their relationship to
the questions under consideration by this study.
' ■ ■  . ■■■ /: - ; ' :: ‘Question 1

Seven of the nine crisis staff, including the manager.
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were able to describe the standardized procedures for 
completion of the PNAQ. Statements offered by these 
individuals confirmed their knowledge of the person 
responsible for completing each form, the time prescribed 
for their completion, and the manner in which they were to 
be completed. One staff person was unable to describe the 
procedures, and one volunteer was capable of partially 
identifying the procedures.

All of the crisis staff (N=9) reported they had access 
to the written instructions for completing the forms. 
However, both volunteers and one recently hired staff 
person commented that they knew the instructions were 
available, but they did not know where to find them. When 
asked if the instructions were clear and logical, eight of 
the nine staff answered in the affirmative, with the 
exception of one volunteer who found them difficult to 
understand.

Overall, the majority of the staff had a clear 
perception of the procedures for completing the PNAQ. 
However, there were discrepancies between understanding 
what was to be done, and actually doing it. A majority of 
the staff used the standard procedures when completing the 
intake form and the counselor impression form. These forms 
were generally completed in a timely manner and were 
processed as prescribed by the standard procedures.
However, deviation from compliance with the standard
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procedures occurred during the completion of the youth and 
adult questionnaires.

initially, both questionnaires were to be completed 
for each family before they began receiving services. The 
problems -encountered with this policy, as stated by staff, 
included; (1) "It gets real cumbersome for the crisis 
worker to spend an hour or an hour and a half on the phone 
filling out a questionnaire;" (2) "I’m more intent in the 
time period that I have of trying to get the appointment 
set up than getting it written Up. And I find myself 
moving on to the next thing before I make arrangements or 
have the time to get the questionnaires done;" (3) "The 
parent may be calling from work and there’s a lot of very, 
very personal questions on this. So a lot of times we’ll 
have them call back, or call them back the next day, or 
sometimes have a volunteer follow up with the 
questionnaire;" (4) "The kids are in school, and they don’t 
want to call back, so the youth questionnaire is kind of 
hard to get sometimes;" and (5) [Getting the questionnaire 
completed] depended on the first available time to be able 
to reach the child or the parent.” In general, the burdens 
contributing to the inability to complete the
questionnaires prior to the client’s reception of services

>■ ' -
were identified as a lack of time, difficulty in contacting 
the parent or child within the time constraints, and the 
necessity of providing assistance immediately in what was
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perceived to be a crisis situation.

From the answers given in the interviews, it was 
undiscernible to the researcher if the questionnaires were 
being completed by all staff within the crisis unit as 
established by the standard procedures. From the response 
of the manager of the home-based unit, it did appear that 
the questionnaires were being completed according to the 
standardized procedures by the home-based staff for both 
the home-based and mediation programs.
Q u e s t io n  2
, : ■ / ' ::: - ■ . ; .

In addition to discussions between the researcher and
the evaluators, information from the interviews conducted 
with the executive and associate director was used to 
determine the original intent for the development and use 
of the PNAQ. Within the context of that account, numerous 
functions were delineated.

In its conception, the developers of the PNAQ had 
determined that the assignment of clients into a particular 
service should be based on the information obtained from 
completion of all of the forms. This necessitated that the 
PNAQ be used by the intake worker to assess a family's 
needs and the severity of their problems during the initial 
telephone contact, or within a brief period thereafter. 
Using a clearly defined set of criteria would enable the 
worker to more objectively determine which program would 
most likely serve that family's needs. In addition, the
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use of the PNAQ would coordinate the movement of clients 
from the intake process into the different programs within 
the agencyo

Secondary to this objective, obtaining uniform 
information from families receiving services would provide
the data to create a profile of the characteristics of

‘  ̂- ' .those families and the types of problems they faced before 
and after placement into the various programs. This 
information would provide the initial data to be used in
the final evaluation of the effectiveness of the three 
interventions in relation to the similarities and/.-vx x., '■ ,differences among the various families. It would also 
provide tl>e agency with data required by federal and state 
regulatory agencies, and could also be used by the agency 
for strategic planning, as well as being helpful when 
attempting to obtain additional funding.

In iis development, the PNAQ had been intended by the
administration and evaluators to provide a more objective

I
method for making placement decisions. However, from 
statements obtained during the interviews by the 
researcher, it appeared that the staff was uninformed of 
that intention, or chose to oppose it. This was supported 
by comments from staff such as, "I don’t think [the 
counselor impression form] is necessary. I think it’s my 
job to determine where this client needs to go, and I don’ti ■
need numbers to tell me that.’’ Another staff reported.
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when asked about using the counselor impression form, "I 
felt that what we had before was already adequate."

With respect to the youth and adult questionnaires, 
the understanding of the value of its objectivity in making 
placement decisions was disaffirmed by the staff with 
comments such as, "I get enough information talking to them 
and writing it up, and most of [the information from the 
questionnaires] is repeated information." Due to the lack 
of understanding of (or disagreement with) the PNAQ’s 
intentions, a majority of the staff within the crisis unit 
did not complete the youth and adult questionnaires prior 
to making placement decisions. Although a fundamental 
criteria for the successful implementation of the PNAQ, as 
originally conceived, was the completion of all of the 
forms prior to the placement of clients, various problems 
arose which prevented this from occurring, or at the very 
least, occurrence was on an inconsistent basis. As 
discussed in Question 1, the reasons most commonly given by 
the crisis staff were primarily concerned with lack of 
time, inconvenience to client, and expedition of service in
a crisis-client relationship.

i . . ■ .. ■ \. ' ;
The exception to this finding was the mediation 

program. Within this unit, all forms were used to 
determine the appropriateness of a client for mediation. 
This compliance was due in part to a requirement by the 
managers that mandated all forms be completed, and reviewed
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by the home-based manager, prior to transfer of a case to 
the mediation unit. As the mediation managers stated: "We
both do not have counseling backgrounds. We want to know 
that someone with a counseling background has evaluated it, 
has looked at everything, and has in fact determined that 
it is appropriate for mediation," One of the managers also 
stated that although she did not need all of the 
information asked in the forms to do a mediation, "I am in 
favor of there being a lot of information taken in order to 
make a determination that it’s appropriate [for 
mediation]."

It had been intended by the evaluators that the use of 
the PNAQ would provide a procedure for disseminating the 
incoming clients among the three units (Crisis, home-based 
and mediation) in a more systematic manner. However, 
although the mediation unit's compliance to completion of
forms prior to service was in accordance with the PNAQ's

• " _ : ' ... . '

objectives, in actuality, it prevented the number of cases 
referred to that unit from reaching the level anticipated. 
One problem was identified by a crisis staff in stating, 
"Both parties agree to do the mediation, but we still 
couldn't send it over until [we] had the forms completed. 
Getting a hold of the child is a real problem; getting all 
that taken care of so that [the family] can get the 
mediation set up. So the forms have really been a 
deterrent for that in terms of being able to service
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families when they need it." This problem was supported by 
a mediation manager when she said, ""It ” s been problematic 
because we don’t want to have the clients waiting for 
services ivery long, and sometimes they haven’t been able to 
get a hold of one party to do the questionnaires.”

These comments illuminate the problem that when all of
the information was gathered and used to make the
determination, as originally intended, it often took longer
than desired for services to be provided. In an attempt to
alleviate this delay, some families were seen through the
crisis unit, where the questionnaires did not have to be
completed prior to receiving services, rather than being
referred to mediation.

: : ■ - -

An additional finding identifies another possible
reason why the PNAQ was not utilized as anticipated. When 
asked in the interviews whether staff knew about the grant, 
why the PNAQ was developed, or how the information was 
going to be used, approximately 33% of staff indicated that 
they had been told about the purpose of the grant.
However, the results were in contradiction with the 
majority of the responses suggesting that, in fact, the 
staff’s perception of the grant and the PNAQ was ill- 
defined. Those members of the staff who felt they 
understood the purpose of the grant and had adequate 
information had specifically sought out more details. The 
remainder of the staff (approximately 88%) reported that
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more knowledge regarding the grant and the use of the 
information would have been helpful to them.

The linkage between understanding and implementation 
of the grant was supported by comments such as, "It might 
be a little easier ... as far as what's trying to be 
accomplished with this paperwork. It might make people a 
little more diligent in how they do it. They might take a 
little extra time knowing that a lot of things hinge on 
that. They might get a little more information on it." 
Another staff commented, "It”s good to know why you have to 
go through all that; it helps to understand it’s for some 
good reason." A third set of comments included, "Some of 
these families will ask us, "what is this?' And I wish I 
could have the knowledge, if somebody asked me, to be able 
[to explain it to them]," and "It would be helpful to 
explain it to the clients when they call."

One manager identified the importance to the 
implementation of a program that the staff understand the 
reasons that procedures and paperwork are being used when
he stated; "The whole organization heeds to understand,

; ■ •' . ■ »  ■ -■■■ - ■ . .

not only that the agency got a grant, they need to 
understand the purpose of the grant and how that grant is 
going to impact their jobs. And people have to buy into 
it. In an existing organization, [you need to] make sure 
that the people who are going to be impacted by what you're 
doing have some input, and that they have the help they
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need in order to implement it. And they're trained to do 
that." An additional comment included, "People need to be 
trained in the orientation and the direction that the grant 
is going to move the agency."

The importance for the staff to understand and have 
input regarding the changes to be made did not appear to be 
understood by the executive director. This is exemplified 
when he said, "I do feel that enough information [regarding 
the grant] was given out. I think that it just was a shift 
for us." A second comment was, "I think that once we got 
through some of the initial, 'I have to do this' kind of 
situation, people started to realize that it did have 
relevance, and it was more likely to be followed through 
on." These assumptions have not been supported by the 
results from this study.
Question 3 k-' '' ' ' • ,

The six crisis staff who were trained as a group when 
the PNAQ was originally implemented reported that they had 
been adequately trained to complete the PNAQ. The two 
volunteers and one staff member, who had all started 
working after the initial training, did not feel their 
training was adequate. The staff person from mediation 
received no training. She reported it would have been 
helpful if she at least had the instructions for completing 
the forms and the criteria used, which would have made the 
forms more useful for her. The home-based staff person
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received individualized training from two managers, and 
reported that her training was adequate.

The high degree of turnover within the crisis unit 
among both staff and volunteers exacerbated the problems 
relating to all aspects of training. As one manager 
reported, "We had people trained, there was turnover; we 
had to train people again, there was turnover."

The results from the staff verified what the executive 
director said when he stated: "My assumption is that [the
training] was adequate originally and not followed through 
on consistently; that new staff maybe did not receive the 
same type of orientation to the paperwork that the others 
might have gotten. I doubt that it was consistent as more 
people entered the picture."

During the interviews, problems relating to the need 
for additional training generated the most discussion and 
suggestions from all of the respondents. The lack of 
sufficient training and the methods used for training 
(especially with respect to volunteers), were identified as 
problematic by a majority of staff. As described by the 
staff, the methods used for training includeds formal, 
sit-down group training; one-on-one instruction; a new 
staff or volunteer being assigned to an existing staff 
person to observe and ask questions ("shadowing"); and the 
trainee being given the instructions and told to "read the 
booklet and if you have any questions, ask me."
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When discussing the procedure used in training 

volunteers, one staff commented, "They get a little bit of 
training here from this person and a little bit of training 
from that person, and they're learning all different ways 
to do it," Another staff mentioned, "There wasn't always 
one person there to give them the same information. They 
might get me one night; they might get another counselor 
another night; they might get the supervisor another night. 
They got so many different people telling them so many 
different things." This idea was supported by a comment 
from one volunteer who said, "You never know that you're 
filling out everything you're supposed to fill out; that 
you're filling it out correctly. I've had people say to 
me, 'You absolutely have to do this,' and some people go, 
'That's not that important; you can just skip that.' So 
you don't know that you're doing the right thing."
Q u e s t io n  4

The information which was identified by staff as being 
useful in making placement decisions was obtained from a 
combination of forms within the PNAQ. Seven of the nine 
crisis staff reported they used information obtained in the 
intake form; six of the nine responded they used 
information from the counselor impression form; and only 
one of the crisis staff used the youth and adult 
questionnaires. The three mediation staff reported they 
read all of the forms within the PNAQ when verifying that a
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family being sent to mediation was appropriate for 
mediation.

All of the staff (N=14) reported that the information 
which was always used when providing services to clients 
was the hand-written portion of the intake form, referred 
to as the counselor summary, the write-up, or the 
narrative. The responses included comments such as, "the 
write-up is the most important information;" "the write-up 
summary ... [is] where X get 90% of my information, my 
useful information;" "I don’t use the paperwork as much as 
I do reading what’s been written about the family;" and "we
rely upon the narratives."

' -

When asked about the usefulness of the individual 
forms within the PNAQ, the majority of comments reported by 
crisis staff pertained to the youth and adult 
questionnaires. Their responses ranged from, "It was 
useful information; it did help form some familial 
patterns," to "I never look at the questionnaire." Between 
the two extremes, some responses included, "It was maybe 
too much [information] for as much time as we had," and 
"From the adult and youth questionnaires, I think there’s 
way too much information because we don’t use it. We’re 
crisis, so we deal with what’s happening in the present."

The usefulness of the questionnaires within the home- 
based program was expressed by the manager when he said, 
"People who are providing the direct service, they seem to
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like that information because it’s abbreviated, You can 
look on there and very quickly determine [what underlying 
problems may exist]; you can get it in five minutes in just 
breezing through [the questionnaires]."

The staff person in the mediation program reported 
that "the most important questions in [the questionnaires] 
are the ones that make the clients think when they’re 
answering the form, about how their family situation is. 
About how good it is now and how they’d want it to be 
better.”

Except for the use of the counselor’s handwritten 
summary, the responses with respect to the usefulness of 
the information obtained in the PNAQ varied greatly between 
the three departments. Information which was important to 
one program was not used in another.

An underlying assumption which became apparent when 
analyzing the responses from the crisis staff regarding the 
usefulness of the information was that unless the 
information being requested in the PNAQ was useful to them 
in providing counseling services to that particular client, 
the information was not considered necessary or useful and 
often was not obtained. This assumption hindered the 
gathering of information which may not pertain directly to 
helping a family resolve their presenting problem, but 
which would be important data to be used in evaluating the 
effectiveness of the program overall.
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This problem was identified by the executive director 

when, he stated, "There's been all kinds of problems related 
to gathering the data. The biggest problem has been worker 
follow through on the forms, because the priority of the 
agency has always been services, not paperwork."
Additional Finding

The implementation of the PNAQ generated the need for 
a change in the function of the existing crisis unit. As 
reported by the executive director, "The biggest shift I 
saw was we were recognizing that the crisis intervention 
burden We had at the agency was now ah intake mechanism 
more than a crisis intervention mechanism. So they were 
recognizing that they had a number of things that they had 
to do beyond just resolving [the client's] crisis. They 
had to direct the client into the right service."

Although this needed change was identified and 
procedures were established, comments made in the 
interviews by two crisis staff indicated that it was not 
successfully accomplished. One said, "As a crisis worker, 
it was a little hard to shift hats and be an intake worker. 
If there was somebody dubbed as the intake worker, and just 
had a spare crisis worker on the side, it might have been a
little better able to be handled." The second person
> ... . '. ;

suggested, "To have intake people Separate from crisis; 
there's no division. Are you a counselor or are you an 
intake worker? They're two very separate responsibilities.
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And they take time. They need t° separate that."

Observations
The results from the observations made by the 

researcher supported the statements made by respondents 
when answering the questions in the interviews. The 
difficulty in reaching clients to complete the youth and 
adult questionnaires was observed during each visit, 
whether it was by staff or a volunteer trying to call 
clients back to schedule a time to answer the questions, 
and the clients not having the time or the clients not 
being home.

The frustration of a volunteer during one of her first 
afternoons of work in the crisis unit was observed by the 
researcher. All of the staff were extremely busy handling 
phone calls, meeting with clients, and doing paperwork. 
Several times a staff person would begin explaining what 
the staff person was doing, but would be interrupted by a 
telephone call or by a client arriving for an appointment. 
The volunteer expressed her frustration when she stated, 111 
want to help, but I don't know what to do. They're all so 
busy, I don't want to interrupt and ask questions, but I 
can't help if no one has time to show me what to do. And 
nobody has time to explain." So she sat at the desk, 
appearing very bored.

Another problem which was observed almost each time 
the researcher was present in the crisis unit was the
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inability of the person answering the phones to be able to 
complete all of the forms in the PNAQ during the initial 
telephone call with the client. It was observed on several 
occasions that the intake form, counselor impression form 
and adult questionnaire were completed, but there was never 
a time when both of the questionnaires were completed 
during that first phone contact. There were also numerous 
occasions when a worker had to explain to the client that 
there was additional paperwork which needed to be 
completed, but the worker had to make arrangements to call 
the client back because the worker had clients waiting to 
be seen or they had to leave for a home visit which was 
scheduled.

It was also observed that when a new staff person 
asked one person whether a particular form needed to be 
completed, she received an answer from one person, but 
another staff person turned around and stated, "No, that 
form doesn’t need to be completed." The new staff person 
threw up her arms and stated, "This is what always happens. 
You ask one person, and they think one thing, but then 
someone else tells you something different. This is 
ridiculous." When she asked where she could find the 
answer, one staff member said, "It’s in the book.” She 
asked, "Where’s the book?" But no one could locate it.
The new staff person walked out of the office, mumbling 
under her breath.
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The above observations were selected for their value 

in documenting statements which were made by participants 
during their interviews. The researcher did not observe 
any discrepancies between what had been reported in the 
interviews and what was observed by the researcher.

Summary
This chapter reported the results obtained from the 

research. The findings as they related to the four 
questions under consideration were described, as well as 
one additional finding which was deemed important for its 
impact on the implementation of the PNAQ. The next chapter 
will discuss the conclusions and recommendations which can 
be drawn from the results, and will describe the 
utilization of the results by the stakeholders. A summary 
of the importance of this study will also be presented.
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CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUMMARY 
Conclusions

This study successfully obtained valuable information 
from staff regarding how the PNAQ was being used in the 
day-to-day operation of the Home-Based Services Program. 
This process evaluation was a first step in assessing which

r - ‘ " ■ -

aspects of the implementation and utilization of the PNAQ 
were consistent with its design. It also provided 
important information directly from the users of the 
instrument as to which parts of the PNAQ were effectively 
utilized in making placement decisions and providing 
services, as well as identifying problems which the staff 
encountered when using the PNAQ.

It was determined that although the staff understood 
the Standardized procedures for the completion and use of 
■the PNAQ| these procedures were not followed consistently. 
The results from this study delineate a number of 
explanations for the staff's lack of compliance with the 
procedures. These include the shortage of time in which to 
obtain the amount of information required; the difficulty 
in reaching clients to complete paperwork that was not able 
to be completed during the initial phone call; and the 
necessity to provide services in a timely manner.

In addition to the problems concerned with basic 
fundamentals of job performance, this study revealed

CHAPTER 5
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complications ariMng from misperception, lack of 
understanding, and resistance to change. The correlation 
between utilizing the PNAQ and improving work productivity 
waS not apparent to staff. The increase in workload was 
regarded as a hinderance to the provision of services. The 
short-term objective of resolving a family's specific 
'crisis situation' was deemed an immediate necessity that 
outweighed the PNAQ's long-term goal of utilizing the daily 
collection of data to improve future services. This 
exemplifies the need for more thorough training for the 
crisis staff as to how the information, which may not be 
useful to them in providing services to one particular 
client, would be utilized by other departments, the agency, 
and in the final evaluation.

Although the administration believed that adequate 
information had been provided as to the purpose of the 
PNAQ, the results indicate that a majority of staff were 
uninstructed. A greater depth of understanding would have 
promoted acceptance and enhanced the utilization of the 
PNAQ.

Another important finding was that certain training 
methods may have undermined the utilization of the PNAQ as 
originally intended. The high turnover rate of both staff 
and volunteers in the crisis unit exacerbated the problems 
relating to all aspects of training. The training provided 
to staff when the PNAQ was initially implemented was deemed
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adequate with respect to completion of the PNAQ» It was 
the consequent training which was identified by the staff 
as not being sufficient.

The difficulties associated with incorporating the 
PNAQ into existing work routine, as identified by staff, 
were related to specific forms and not the PNAQ in its 
entirety. The consequence of the PNAQ not being used as 
designed by the developers was a failure to obtain the 
quantity and quality of data originally anticipated for the 
final evaluation. This information was considered 
essential in determining whether the Home-Based Services 
Program Was effective in keeping youth out of shelters.

Recommendations
Since an important aspect of process evaluations is 

the obtaining of direct input from the people whose jobs 
are being impacted by the implementation of a program, 
suggestions for changes and improvements were solicited 
from the staff during the interviews. A number of these 
suggestions were evaluated for their contribution and those 
considered noteworthy have been incorporated by the 
researcher.

In reference to funding, one suggestion was to 
anticipate and allocate additional funds which would be 
required to provide training, particularly when a new 
program is being implemented into an existing organization. 
As stated by the manager, "If somebody was applying for a

2
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grant, make sure you include from $5,000 to $15,000 to 
retrain staff. To bring people in to train them, not try 
to have the staff do it. And the training budget [would 
be] not only to pay the trainers, but its got to pay for 
staff time to attend the trainings. You have to have some 
money to pay the additional salaries." This suggestion 
would be an important recommendation to be included for any 
future implementation of a program of this type.

The need for more structured training when new staff 
and volunteers begin was the most frequently offered 
suggestion in the interviews. A need identified by one 
volunteer was, "Some extra classes that just deal with what 
to do, how to fill out an intake, what all these forms 
mean, [and] where you're going to find the directions to 
fill out the forms.M Elaborating on that area, another 
volunteer stated, "Just the organization of the whole 
place; what's available in the agency^ The general 
overview, how [the agency] works and how things go from one 
department to another," This was also mentioned by a staff 
person in saying, "A training specifically on the agency 
services and what we offer. And we need a training on how 
to refer within the agency. Instead of asking [the staff], 
[the volunteers] can be trained and have more knowledge 
about the agency and the services provided."

Expansion of training, both in the beginning and on a 
continued basis, could be further enriched with the
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' ‘ i . ' -supplementation of tools. Several volunteers and staff 

members cited the need for provision of material to 
simplify and define their tasks. One suggestion was for an 
orientation checklist which would identify the different 
functions to be learned such as answering phones, 
completing different forms, or referring clients between 
departments. A new staff could use the list as a guide and 
check off those items which are completed. This also would 
be helpful to the managers to determine if new staff have
learned all of the functions of the job.

. : ■ • . ■ ■ . - \  ■ ■ ■ - ,  ■ ■ ;A second tool would be a flow chart of how the
paperwork is to be completed and what forms are warranted 
under different circumstances. Both volunteers mentioned 
that because they do not complete paperwork on a regular 
basis, they need a more detailed outline so they will not 
forget steps or have to interrupt staff to ask questions.

A third tool which was suggested by several staff was 
a procedures manual which would include all of the forms 
used, the instructions for completing each form, examples 
of completed forms, and an explanation Of the processing of 
the forms after completion. It was identified by most of 
the staff that all new staff were given a booklet with some 
of these items in it, but a more formalized, indexed 
notebook would be helpful, especially for volunteers, so 
they could find the items more readily as they were working 
with the forms.
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The suggestions offered, although extensively 

concerned with inner-department operations, did extend to 
cohesion of different units within the agency. As 
suggested by a mediation staff, it would be beneficial "to 
fun a large in-agency training for everyone involved with
the home-based program where the crisis staff and the

- ; ; :■ ' 1 ' . . ' . ■mediators get together to talk so there's information 
passed back and forth about how to incorporate everything." 
The importance of inter-departmental unification was 
supported by a crisis staff as well.

With respect to the methods used for training staff
: . - . • -

and volunteers, several changes are recommended. In
addressing the high turnover rate of both staff and 
volunteers in the crisis unit, it is important that a 
method of training be used that is not dependent on 
existing staff to train new staff and volunteers. 
Misinformation can be passed on very quickly in a situation 
where the staff who are providing training may be 
relatively inexperienced themselves. It would be 
imperative in this environment that a knowledgeable 
instructor be involved in the training of new staff and 
volunteers to ensure that accurate and complete training is 
provided.

One means of providing this instruction would be to 
have the volunteer coordinator scheduled to work 
predominantly during the evening hours. Instead of the
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staff using their valuable time to answer questions and 
provide direction, the volunteer coordinator would be 
available when a majority of the volunteers are present and 
in need of assistance. It would also guarantee more 
consistent training, as requested by one volunteer when 
stating, 11 When volunteers come in, they need to get 
assigned to a certain person for the first month, to 
indoctrinate you, so there's a little continuity from week 
to week."

An additional need identified in the interviews was 
for specialized training in the procedures and skills 
required to perform the duties of an intake worker. The 
intake function's first priority must be to obtain the 
necessary information to determine which services are 
needed by the client in order to refer the client to the 
most appropriate intervention. These workers must be 
trained in how to effectively work with people who may be 
upset, to be able to keep them calm and focused as the 
necessary information is being gathered. The intake 
function differs greatly from that of the crisis counselor 
whose priority is to attempt to assist a client in 
resolving their immediate problem. Since the focus of the 
intake must be on obtaining information, the importance of 
additional specialized training cannot be underestimated.

A final suggestion which was independently mentioned 
by four staff was the need for computers. As stated by one
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administrator, "I think we needed computers, right from the 
beginning. I think our biggest mistake was we didn't, as 
an agency, include that in the budget." This was verified 
by comments made by two staff when they said, "I think the 
narrative is very important, but the downside of it is 
reading people's handwriting," and "If there could be 
computers for the intake workers to do the narratives with, 
that would enhance the utility of the information." The 
use of computers would also reduce the time expended in 
completing paperwork.

One element not anticipated in the implementation of 
the PNAQ was the impact the additional paperwork would have 
on the crisis unit. Although a change in procedure was 
implemented when it was discovered that the questionnaires 
were not being completed, the same problems persisted. The 
success of modifying procedures would possibly have been 
greater if, prior to the changes, the staff had been 
approached! for solicitation of information to identify 
existing problems and collaborate on improvements.

As suggested in the study by McCroskey and Nelson 
(1989), an important element in the effective utilization 
of a new instrument is a feeling of ownership by the staff 
and the agreement of staff in the relevance of the 
information for the performance of their jobs. If the 
problematic issues delineated in the current study had been 
identified and changes made accordingly, the questionnaires
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could have been modified into a form more useable by the 
staff or additional training conducted to facilitate use of 
the existing questionnaires. The use of solutions 
generated by the staff would have enhanced their feeling of 
involvement in the process and increased their investment 
in the effective utilization of the PNAQ.

Utilization of Evaluation Results
A major priority for conducting this study was the 

utilization of the results from the research. A discussion 
is relevant for use by the major stakeholders. The 
designated stakeholders include the program evaluators, the 
agency administrators and managers, and the staff who are
using the PNAQ in the performance of their daily jobs.

7 ■ : ' ■ . ' :
The evaluators assisting the researcher throughout the 

study have been directly involved in the design of the 
research and in the collection, analysis and interpretation 
of the data. The study was conceived with the intent that 
the results would be integrated into the final evaluation 
of the project and utilized to make recommendations for 
changes to the program for future use by other agencies.

The results from the present study have already been 
used by the evaluators in the implementation of new 
paperwork presently being used in the Home-Based Services 
Program. When the staff was instructed in the use of the 
new forms, the training methods were modified, as 
recommended in the present study. Amendments to training
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Include the utilization of a single instructor from outside 
the agency who will train all existing staff and who will 
educate new staff as they enter the program. This will 
ensure the accuracy and consistency of training, as well as 
reduce the time expended by managers and staff for that 
purpose. Training will also be offered on a continuing 
basis. Additionally, a major component of the training 
will include an explanation to the staff of the need for 
and the importance of the completion of the new paperwork. 
At the time of this writing, the staff reception of the new 
paperwork has been positive and the new forms have been 
completed in a more timely and consistent manner.

The potential utilization of the results from this 
study by the administrators and managers of the agency was 
not only to identify any existing problems in the Home- 
Based Services Program, but to assist them in making 
decisions regarding what improvements would be beneficial 
to the existing program. The volunteer coordinator has 
implemented two changes which were recommended from the 
results of the present study. The training for volunteers 
has been modified to include specific instruction on the 
completion of paperwork, and an expanded procedures manual 
was developed for use by the volunteers.

Several of the staff who were interviewed for this 
study have made suggestions to the administration for 
changes in the procedures and use of the PNAQ. In the
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process of discussing problems which they had encountered 
in using the PNAQ, they generated recommendations for 
improvementso Although the specific suggestions have not 
been implemented as of this writing, the staff have 
indicated to the researcher that the presenting of the 
options is a first step in achieving change which would be 
beneficial.

Additionally with respect to staff, the changes which 
have been implemented by the evaluators and the managers 
have directly affected them. Therefore, the utilization of 
the evaluation results has produced a positive result for 
the staff.

Summary
If evaluation research is to shed light on factors

that succeed or fail to produce measured results, then
■ v- ' ■ • . 'special attention must be paid to the program components

and processes, and not solely to outcomes. Process 
evaluations are a means to study this.

The results of this study demonstrated how the use of 
process evaluation can be effective in (a) assessing the 
extent to which a program component was implemented 
consistent with its design; (b) identifying problems which 
hindered its utilization; and (c) generating 
recommendations for change. By focusing on the internal 
dynamics and actual operations of the component, its 
strengths and weaknesses were ascertained. The results



were also effective in providing detailed information for 
use in describing this piece of the demonstration project.

This study also demonstrated the effectiveness of the 
utilization-focused method of evaluation. By directly 
involving the various stakeholders in the development of 
the study and in the determination of what questions were 
important to them to he answered, they have already 
utilized the results to implement changes in the existing

70

program
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The University of

Human Subjects Committee 1690 N. Warren (Bldg. 526B) 
Tucson, Arizona 85724 
(602) 626-6721 or 626-7575

Health Sciences Center

September 28, 1993
Mary Joanne McFarland, B.S.
Department of Family & Consumer Resources 
Counseling and Guidance 
Esquire Apartments, Suite 210 
Campus Mail
RE5 STAFF USE OF THE PROBLEM AND NEEDS ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE 

(PNAQ) IN CLIENT PLACEMENT AND INTERVENTION DECISIONS: A
PROCESS EVALUATION

Dear Ms. McFarland:
We received documents concerning your above cited project. 
Regulations published by the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services [45 CFR Part 46.101(b)(2)] exempt this type of research 
from review by our Committee.
Thank you for informing us of your work. If you have any questions 
concerning the above, please contact this office.
Sincerely yours.

William F. Denny, M.D.
Chairman,
Human Subjects Committee 
WFD:sj
cc: Departmental/College Review Committee
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Participant No.

PARTICIPANT'S CONSENT
I AM BEING ASKED TO READ THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL TO ENSURE 
THAT I AM INFORMED OF THE NATURE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY AND 
OF HOW I WILL PARTICIPATE IN IT, IF I CONSENT TO DO SO. 
SIGNING THIS FORM WILL INDICATE THAT I HAVE BEEN SO 
INFORMED AND THAT I GIVE MY CONSENT. FEDERAL REGULATIONS 
REQUIRE WRITTEN INFORMED CONSENT PRIOR TO PARTICIPATION IN 
THIS RESEARCH STUDY SO THAT I CAN KNOW THE NATURE AND THE 
RISKS OF MY PARTICIPATION AND CAN DECIDE TO PARTICIPATE OR 
NOT PARTICIPATE IN A FREE AND INFORMED MANNER.
The following describes your participation in the project, 
what is required of you, and what the benefits and risks of 
the proj ect are:
1. You may withdraw from this project at any time.
2. All information from this study will be coded and kept 

confidential in closed files to protect the individual 
participants. No information will be identified with 
a name, and each participant will be assigned a random 
number for identification purposes. When data is 
reported, it will be reported in such a way that 
individual participant's responses cannot be 
identified. No information will be provided to any 
other agency staff, including supervisors.

3. All interviews will be audiotaped, and the resulting 
tapes will be erased at the completion of the research 
study.

4. The purpose of the research study is to evaluate the 
usefulness of standardized questionnaires in making 
clinical decisions, and when providing counseling 
services.

5. The benefit of participating is an opportunity for you 
(a) to express opinions or concerns about the 
usefulness or difficulty in using standardized 
questionnaires in the assessment process, and (b) to 
maker suggestions about how the questionnaires might be 
changed for use by the agency in the future.

6. Possible risks might be some discomfort in being 
audiotaped or in expressing negative opinions 
regarding the questionnaires being evaluated.
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Participant No.

AUTHORIZATION
BEFORE GIVING MY CONSENT BY SIGNING THIS FORM, THE METHODS, 
INCONVENIENCES, RISK AND BENEFITS HAVE BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME 
AND MY QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED. I UNDERSTAND THAT I 
MAY ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY TIME AND THAT I AM FREE TO 
WITHDRAW FROM THE PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT CAUSING BAD 
FEELINGS OR AFFECTING MY EMPLOYMENT OR VOLUNTEER STATUS.
MY PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROJECT MAY BE ENDED BY THE 
INVESTIGATOR OR BY THE SPONSOR FOR REASONS THAT WOULD BE 
EXPLAINED. NEW INFORMATION DEVELOPED DURING THE COURSE OF 
THIS STUDY WHICH MAY AFFECT MY WILLINGNESS TO CONTINUE IN 
THIS RESEARCH PROJECT WILL BE GIVEN TO ME AS IT BECOMES 
AVAILABLE. I UNDERSTAND THAT THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE 
FILED IN AN AREA DESIGNATED BY THE HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE 
WITH ACCESS RESTRICTED TO THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR,
mary J. McFa r l a n d, or authorized representatives of the
COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT.
I UNDERSTAND THAT I DO NOT GIVE UP ANY OF MY LEGAL RIGHTS 
BY SIGNING THIS FORM. A COPY OF THIS SIGNED CONSENT FORM 
WILL BE GIVEN TO ME.

Participant's Signature Date

I have carefully explained to the participant the nature of 
the above project, I hereby certify that to the best of my 
knowledge,the person who is signing this consent form 
understands clearly the nature, demands, benefits, and 
risks involved in his/her participation and his/her 
signature is legally valid. A medical problem or language 
or education barrier has not precluded this understanding.

Investigator's Signature Date
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